
New AI Technology Sparks Controversies

In the last few weeks, ChatGPT, a significant advancement in the field of artificial

intelligence, gave anyone with internet connection incredible powers.

Since its launch last week, ChatGPT, developed by company OpenAI, has been an

internet sensation. Early users have excitedly shared photos of their trials, astonished by its

capacity to produce brief articles on nearly any topic, create literary parodies, resolve

challenging code problems, and do much more. The program has sparked speculations that it

would render traditional search engines and homework assignments obsolete. Reddy, CEO of the

company Abacus, which creates tools for programmers who employ artificial intelligence, was

enchanted by ChatGPT's capacity to respond to requests for innovative new cocktail recipes or

definitions of love. Her business is already looking at using ChatGPT to facilitate the creation of

technical papers.

Professor Christopher Potts of Stanford University believes the approach used to assist

ChatGPT in responding to queries, which OpenAI has already demonstrated, is a substantial

advancement in aiding AI manage language in a more sympathetic manner. Despite the fact that

Potts believes the approach may make his work more difficult, he still finds it to be "very

amazing." It has made Potts consider his approach to his courses that need quick replies for

homework, he adds.

The new invention is likely to increase the number of individuals who can use AI

language tools, according to Jacob Andreas, an assistant professor at MIT who studies AI and

language. “Here's something that's being given to you in a comfortable interface that makes you

use a mental model that you're used to using to engage with other agents, like people," he adds.

A confidently fabricating chatbot with an air of superficial expertise and eloquence might

make those unsolvable issues more problematic. Researchers have noted that even basic

conversational capabilities might inspire users to anthropomorphize and establish faith in

software since the first chatbot was developed in 1966.

As a result, several language algorithm specialists have issued a warning that chatbots

like ChatGPT may tempt users to employ potentially harmful techniques. People are lured in by

the excitement each time one of these models is released, said Emily Bender, a professor of

linguistics at the University of Washington.



According to Bender, ChatGPT's instability makes it difficult to use for practical

activities. For instance, despite claims that it may replace Google search as a method of

providing real answers, its propensity to frequently produce plausible-looking rubbish should

disqualify it. According to Bender, "A linguistic model is not appropriate here." "This cannot be

repaired," she said. OpenAI has previously said that it expects users to utilize filtering

mechanisms to keep GPT-3 in check, however these methods have been shown to be unreliable.

Technology was once regarded to be neither beneficial nor evil, depending on how it was

employed. That still holds true, just as it did when innovations like vehicles and telephones took

years or even decades to gain widespread use. But now that every new commercial technology

has gone viral, the issue is: How and how fast will individuals start abusing it?


